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FISCAL POLICY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

/asazo Yamamoto*

The role of fiscal policy in a growing  economy was disscussed by John G.

Gurley,  Warren  L. Smith, E. Carry Brown, Arthur Smithies, Richard A. Mus-

grave, and David C.  Smith.i ）This paper attempts to make a brief review of

the treatments of fiscal policy in growth model by these authors 。

One of the functions of fiscal policy in a growing  economy is to attain bal-

anced growth, that is to say, equality of the required rate of growth and the rate

of growth of demand.　The required rate of growth is the rate at which national

income is required to grow for utilizing the productive capacity of the  economy

fully, which is independent of the type of investment function used in  an eco-

nomic system.   - The rate of growth of demand is the rate at which actual aggre-

gate demand grows in  an economic system, which varies depending on the nature

ofthe investment function. The two rates in  one  particular economic system do

not always correspond to each other.　In the short-run Keynesian system in

which the productive capacity is given, stabilization  means  adjusting aggregate

demand alone to utilize the given productive capacity; while in the long-run

system where potential output grows, stabilization means attaining equality

between the required rate of growth and the rate of growth of demand 。

First, we shall derive the required rate of growth with fiscal-policy par-

ameters,  and then show the eifects of the changes in fiscal parameters on such

a rate. Next,  we shall derive the rates of demand growth in various  economic

systems and clarify the effects of the changes in fiscal parameters on those rates.
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Finally, we shall consider the appropriate alterations of government parameters

in equalizing the required rate of growth and the actual rate of demand growth.

We shall ignore　the monetary effects of fiscal policy on aggregate demand. り

Our discussion is  confined to a closed economy.^ ）

I　Required  Rate  of  Growth  with  Fiscal  Parameters

Domar's required rate of growth was derived on the assumption of a private

closed  economy.　Our task is to obtain the required rate of growth for a mixed

closed  economy which is analogous to Domar's one.　We divide the required

growth rate into two kinds, depending on whether we ignore the　capacity-

creating effects of government expenditures or not.

(a)    The Case  of Ignored Capacity-  Creatin□Ejfects of Government  Expenditures^''

We begin with the supply side of the problem.　In this case, since we

ignore the capacity-generating nature of government expenditures,  it is only pri-

vate investment that increases productive capacity.　Assuming that an increase

in productive capacity in any period, y: － Y しi，is equal to a certain fraction,

ff，of private net investment, l-v in the last period, we  can write;

(1)y; －y'  ゛゛/;-,

Turning to the demand side of the picture,  we assume the following equa-

tion system.

(2) 恥＝C, 十/,十呪

(3)Q ＝ ぺ恥－T こ)

(4)T, ＝ぽ ，

(5)G. ＝gY ，

Here y is national income,  C private consumption, 7 private investment,

G government expenditures for goods and services, c  average and marginal

propensity to consume from disposable income, Z the ratio of taxes to national

income,  and g the ratio of government expenditures to aggregate demand ・

From  (2), (3), (4), and (5), we obtain the following equation:

幻

蜀

4 ）

R. A.  Musgrave, op.  dt., pp. 550-553 deals with these effects.

D.  C. Smith, op. cit., considers the problem in a growth model with international economic

relations.

The formulations  of W.  L. Smith,  A. Smithies, and D. C.  Smith  are of this case.
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(6)JY; ゜ l －(-t) －, 痛

For growth to be balanced, a change in aggregate demand and a change in

productive capacity must be equal; that is, it is necessary that V－V こ  ―AV

(＝y －y, 。,)・

Setting (1)equal to (6), we obtain the following equation which gives the

growth rate of investment required for equilibrium growth.

（7 ）
ポ ベ(lべ)－g]

^i;
一
石_1

On the  assumption that the values of c,  t and g are constant and average,  the

right side also shows the rate of growth required to utilize the productive ca-

pacity fully.　We can rewrite (7)as follows:

(8)R ＝a[l －c{l －t)－g]

(b)The Case of Capacity-Creating  Effects of Government  Expenditures Allowed

for')

In this case, the productive capacity of the  economy is increased by govern-

ment expenditures as well as private investment.　Assuming that increase in

output capacity in any period is equal t)a fraction, a,  of private investment

and capacity-creating government expenditure,  H, in the last period, we can

write for the supply side:

(9) 耳 一 耳_ ＝ ぺし. 十鼠 －l)

And,  assuming that the capacity-creating government expenditures, H,  is a

certain fraction, ■/■, of total government expenditures, G ， we can rewrite  (9)as

follows:

(10) 司 一 耳_, ＝ べ八－ 十̂γGレi)

Setting  (10)equal to (6),  we obtain (11)

On the assumption that らg and Z are constant and average, we obtain

5）This  case is adopted by J. G. Gurley and R. A. Musgrave・

（3 ）
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(12)i? ＝
千

＝a[i－cn －t)-g(i－r)]

for the required rate of income growth.

II　Ejfects of Changes  in Fiscal Parameters on Required Rate of  Growth

Equations  (8)and  (12)showing the required rate of growth contain fiscal

parameters.　This implies that changes in such parameters affect the required

rate of growth.     We  can  know the effects of fiscal alterations upon the required

rate of growth by differentiating it partially with respect to fiscal parameters.

(a)The Case of  the Capacity-Generating  E 伽cts of Government  Expenditures

Ignored

Differentiating (8)partially with respect to fiscal parameter, g and t, respec-

tively, we obtain the following equations:

(13)

(14)

dR

- ＝

∂g

dR
-
∂Z

－aく0

=ac ＞0

From  (13) and  (14), it is seen  that a decrease in g or an increase in t lowers the

required rate of growth, and ・vice versa.

The Balanced-Budset Case.　In the case  of balanced budget the required

rate of growth can be obtained by setting g ° Z in (8):

(15)i? ＝弔 －ε)(l－^)

Differentiating (15) partially with respect to g, we obtain the following equation:

(16) べl－c)く0磐
心

From  (16)it is seen that an increase in  g under the balanced budget lowers the

required rate of growth, and mce  versa.

(b）The   Case of the   Capacity-Creating  Effects of Government  Expenditures

Allowed for

Differentiating （12 ）partially with respect to  g, t and r respectively, we

obtain the following equations:

（4 ）
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(19)

∂LR

な

詔
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＝－a(l －r)≦O according as γ≦1

＝ぴc＞0

S3

First, from (17)it is seen that an increase in the fraction of government expendi-

tures in aggregate demand lowers the required rate of growth so long  as unproduc-

tive expenditures are contained by total government expenditures, and raises

the required rate if all government expenditures are productive, and vice  versa.

Second,  from  (18)we  can  know that an increase in the tax rate always raises the

required rate of growth, and vice  versa.　Finally, apparently from (19),  a change

in the ratio of capacity-creating government expenditures in total government

expenditures has the same directional effects as a change in tax rate.

The  Balanced 一Budget Case.　Setting g=t in (12),  we obtain

(20)R ＝a[l-c －g(l-c ーr)]

Differentiating (20)partially with respect to g　and　 γ　respectively,   the

following equations are obtained:

(21)

(22)

d尺
＝－4( －ε)－r]so according as 1 －;碓r

＝<yg＞0

Ill　Rate of Growth of Demand

∂g

∂尺

-
dr

Unlike in the  case  of the ignored capacity-creating nature of government ex-

penditures,  changes in g in this  case  have different effects on R,  depending on

the relation of l －c  and  r.　Changes in γhave the  same  effects on R  as in the

other case.

In the previous sections we derived the required rate of growth containing

fiscal parameters and clarified the influences of various changes in such  parame-

ters on it.   What we must do ne χt is to derive the rate at which actual demand

g「ows and the eifects changes in government parameters give on this rate.

/The actual rate of demand growth varies depending on the nature of invest-

（5 ）
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ment function in the relevant economic system.

Investment  as a Function  of  the Level  of  Past Income

We assume that investment depends on the level of income in the last period.

The investment of this type in the texts may be subdivided into two cases;

one is a function of the disposable income of the last period" ）and the other  is’

a function of the last business profits after tax.' ）

(1)Investment  as a  F皿iction of the Disposable Income of the Last Period

The system in this case is written as follows

(2) 恥＝C,十I.十吼

(3)C,=c(Y －T,)

(4) 石＝t恥

(5)G ≒gY ，

(23) も＝&(恥-,-r, －,)

The equations (2)to  (5)are self-explanatory.　The equation  (23)gives the

investment function of this case.    This can be rewritten :

I,＝ろ(＼べ)Y,-,

Substituting among (2), (3), (4), (5)and  (23), and solving for 恥/恥-,，we

obtain

(25)

b(l-t)

l－cil-t)－g

l-c(l －t)－g

り

刀

Y ，
-
y, ＿1

By subtracting l from both sides of the above equation, we obtain

（24）　　
≒7　

＝ ，
響 特　1

＝だ

for the rate of demand growth in the present system.　The effects of changes

in fiscal parameters on the rate of growth of demand is shown by the following

partial derivatives :

∂だ　　　　　b(l－t)
dg (1 一眼－t)－g]2　＞0

R. A.  Musgrave,  op. cit., p. 489.

w. L. Smith,  op. cit., adopts this type of investment function.

(   6   ）
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(-) ‾

で

‾[1 二-c{l~-t)-g]2 ＜0

The  Balanced-Budget  Case.　Setting g ° Z in (24), one　obtains

(27) だ ＝
万

一1

for the rate of demand growth in the  case of a balanced budget. The following

partial derivative of 沢゛with respect to g gives the effect of fiscal change on the

demand growth rate in this case.

(28)
∂R"
-
dg

=0

（2 ）Investment  as a Function of the Business Profits after Tax in the Last Period

This system can be written as follows:

2 ）

j
j
j
j
j
j

3
4
5
2
9
3
0
3
1

ぐ

ぐ

ぐ

ぐ

ぐ

ぐ

Y,＝C. 十I 十侃

侃＝ べY － T)

T,＝tY,

G,＝ぶ恥

I,＝d(乃-,－T 仁ユ)

瓦＝)y ，

寫 ＝zo瓦

The equations (2),  (3), (4) and  (5)have already been introduced.　The equation

(29)gives an investment function in which the investment of any one period

depends on the business profits after tax in the last period.　Here J ・゙  is the

tax on the business profits,  P,  and therefore p － rpp is the profits after tax.

Equation  (30)shows the relation between business profits and aggregate income.

Equation  (31)gives the relation between the tax on business profits and taxes ・

Substituting among (29),  (30)and  (31), and solving for h we obtain

I戸d{p －wt)Y,-,

Now let us derive the rate of growth of demand for the above system.

Substituting among (2),  (3), (4). (5), (29), (30), and  (31), and solving for y/ y^-v

we obtain

(7)
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9 ）

10 ）

(36)
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d(pーzvt)

l－c(l－t)－g

d{pーwt)

1-c(l －t)一g

[iべ(iべ －^]2

1

(1

尚 尚
剛O according as 夕碓w

Y ，
一
気_1

Subtracting l from both sides of the above equation, we obtain

（32） だ
F,一y, ＿1

5^,＿1

for the actual rate of growth of demand ・

The effects of fiscal changes on the rate of demand growth are given by the

following partial derivatives of  尺゛with respect to each fiscal parameter:

(33) ‾

警
もl-dl 岸

とg]
戸0

(34) 二 仁-d 叫≒弔づ)-g} +c(p‾wt)]
＜O

The Balanced-Budget  Case.　By setting g＝t in (32), we obtain

¶
(35) だ よ 言 岸

と)

‾1

for the rate of demand growth in the balanced budget case.　It follows from

(35)that

∂尺 ゛

-
∂g

System  with  the Accelerator Type of  Investment  Function

The role of fiscal policy in a growing economy was treated by some writers

with regard to the system with the accelerator type of investment function. ）

Such type investment function may be distinguished between （1）investment

which depends  on  changes in income in the current period,' ）and （2）investment

which depends on both the changes in and the level of disposable income in

the current period." ）

（1 ）Investment  I:）epending on Changes  in Income  in the Current  Period

The investment function of this case is written:

J. G. Gurley,  op. cit。E.  C. Brown,  op. cit., and R. A.  Musgrave,  op. cit.

E. C.  Brown,  op. cit., and R. A.  /usgrave,  op.cit.

J. G. Gurley,  op. cit.

（8 ）
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(37)I; ＝β(恥一 恥_1)

From  (2), (3), (4), (5)and  (37), we obtain

(38） 即＝
l－c{l－t)-g －β

1

57

for the rate of growth of demand of this system ・

The effects of alterations in fiscal parameters on the rate of growth of demand

are shown by the following partial derivatives:

j
　
　
j

Q

／
　
　
　
0

3
　
　
　
4

ぐ
　
　

ぐ

(42)

(45)

一
一

[[－c{l －t]－g －β]

叩

[l-c(l －t)－g －β]2

[l－(l －t)(c十ε十u)－g]

(9)

0

＞0

∂R'^

-
∂g

∂尺 ゛

-
dt

The  Balanced一Budget Case.　By setting g°t in (38), we obtain

(≪)^ しa- リ
詳

ぶ－β ‾1

for the rate of growth of demand in this case.　The partial derivative of 沢""

with respect to g becomes as follows:

脆 ニ
ー　　　　

β(l－c)　　　　　0

∂g　 ‾[(i-c)(i －^)－/3]2
＞

(2)Investment  Depending on Both Changes  in Dis)osable Income and  Level of

Disposable Income in the Current Period

The investment  function of this case can be written as follows ;

(43)I; ＝e{＼－t)(Y,一恥_i)十u{l-t)Y,

The rate of growth of demand in this system can be derived in a similar

way.　That is,

(44) だ ぷj
－(

三ぶムこ
乃

ぶ)－g ‾1

It follows from (44)that
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(46)

∂尺 ゛

-
∂Z
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叩 十g)

二　[l－(l－t)(c十汗u) －ぷ]2
＞0

The  Balanced-Budget Case.　The rate of demand growth in this case can be

obtained by setting g＝t in (44).   That is

(47) だ ＝　　　
―e　　

－1
1－c－e－u

From  (47)

(48)
コ 諾し=0

IV　Balanced  Growth  by  Fiscal  Policy

So far we have  clarified the effects of changes in fiscal parameters on the

required rate of growth and the rate of growth of demand.　We  are now  in a

position to know in which direction to alter fiscal parameters in order to prevent

the deviation of the two rates.

It is an insoluble question here whether we should take account of the

capacity-creating nature of government expenditures in defining the required

rate of growth or not.　It is also a difficult question to answer which type of

investment function is the most realistic  one.　Setting aside these questions,'  we

shall consider the appropriate fiscal changes in attaining equality between the

required growth rate and the actual demand growth rate.

Let us take  as an example the system in which investment is a function of

the disposable income in the last period.　For the time being, we shall ignore

the capacity-generating nature of government expenditures.　Suppose that the

rate of demand growth exceeds the required rate of growth, that is R'' ＞R.

In order to attain  Rダ=R,  the government should reduce 尺゛&nd raise  R.　We

can know the proper changes in g from (13)and  (25).　In this situation the

government should decrease g.　The government can also attain the same result

by altering t.　The proper change in Z can be known from (26)  and  (14).　The

government must increase t.

Next, we shall allow for the capacity-creating effects of government expen-

ditures.　In this case the government could use the alterations  of y as well as

g and Z in order to attain the desired objective, though the changes in  r affect

only the required rate of growth 。

(10  )
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In the situation where the rate of growth of demand falls short of the required

rate of growth, that is 犬 ＜゙ 尺，the government should raise 沢゛and lower 刃.

To do so,  it must alter the fiscal parameters in the opposite direction to the case

of R''＞R 。

The similar expositions of the proper fiscal policy are possible for the other

systems which have different types of investment functions.　In whatever case,

when we attempt to adjust the required rate of growth, we  can  know the proper

direction of alteration in the fiscal parameters from (13),  (14), (16), (17), (18),

(19), (21)and  (22).　We  can  know the right adjustments of the actual demand

growth rates from the partial derivatives of such rates with respect to the fiscal

parameters in the relevant system.

（11 ）


